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John Wimber was a keyboard player and producer for the Righteous Brothers. In the 
1960s, while searching for an authentic spirituality and some connection to God, Wimber 
visited a church expecting dramatic things to happen, but three Sundays later he was 
frustrated. So, after the third service he went to an official-looking man and asked:  
 
 “When do they do it?”  
 “Do what,” the man replied.  
 
 “The stuff,” Wimber answered.  
 “What stuff?”  
 
 “The stuff in the Bible.”  
 “What do you mean?”  
 
 “You know, multiplying loaves and fish, feeding the hungry, healing the sick, 
 giving sight to the blind. That stuff.”  
 
 “Oh,” the man replied apologetically, “We don’t do that. We believe in it, and we 
 pray about it, but we don’t do it.” 
 
Decidedly disappointed and unimpressed, Wimber’s search eventually led him to start the 
Vineyard church movement – of which there are now better than 2400 Vineyard churches 
all over the world. They’ve shaped a great deal of contemporary worship music, but they 
also expect worship to be filled with signs and wonders, they expect healings, prophecy, 
and the felt power of the Spirit. They expect the fevered to get up and demons to be 
driven out. They expect church to do the stuff. 
 
In our text this morning Jesus does the stuff. On the evening of this first full day of public 
ministry Jesus heals the sick and drives out demons. 
 So, what are we to make of it? In the middle of pandemic while some wait in line 
 for vaccines as others affirm “faith over fear.” As we trust doctors and medicine 
 and pray for healing, hoping-believing-longing for God to do the stuff, what are 
 we to make of it?  
 
Let’s come at it this way… 
 
The classic take on Jesus calling the disciples to leave fishing-for-perch for fishing-for-
people is that they immediately dropped their nets and followed without looking back – 
as if they were bachelors free to ride the winds of adventure and the call of God. And yet, 
while there is a measure of truth to that, they also immediately go back home. 
 



Capernaum, on the north shores of the Sea of Galilee, was probably the hometown of 
James, John, Simon, and Andrew. And after Jesus taught in their local synagogue they 
went to dinner at the home of Simon and Andrew. Think: extended family, living under 
one roof, including Simon’s mother in-law. And, therefore, we can safely assume that 
Simon (Peter) was married. So, while he may have turned, trusted, and followed Jesus, at 
least that night, Simon was sleeping at home. 
 
When they arrive the disciples immediately tell Jesus about the mother-in-law’s 
condition. So, Jesus took her hand and raised her up. (Same word as Easter morning. “He 
is not here; He is risen.”) 
 
Jesus raised her up and she began to serve them. Eugene Peterson paraphrases that line 
as, “No sooner had the fever left her than she was up fixing dinner for them.” 
 
Now. You would think that one of those four men had slurped the milk of human 
kindness long enough to rustle-up some sandwiches and not leave it for the woman 
whose fever just broke. You would think that one of them would have wanted to impress 
Jesus and offer to make the meal. You would think that, but you’d be wrong. She gets up 
and serves them. 
 Some scholars see the healed mother-in-law as the first deacon. The same root 
 word is used. She was healed and she served – diakonia. Seems she somehow 
 already knew the gospel…. 
 
Unless their condition was life threatening, Sabbath rules prohibited carrying anyone. 
Therefore, as the Sabbath sun set people began to show up with the infirmed and the 
diseased. I imagine word spread about the authority of Jesus teaching and how he drove 
out a demon. So, in Simon’s doorway, lit by moonlight, Jesus heals the diseased and 
drives out demons. Jesus closes a full Sabbath by doing the stuff. 
 
John Wimber wonders when we’re going to do the stuff.  
Maybe you do too.  
 Maybe this morning you wonder when God is going heal whatever disease it is 
 that drags you down. Maybe you wonder when God is going drive out the demons 
 that you can’t shake. Maybe you wonder when God is going to lift the burden that 
 you carry of a loved one. Maybe you wonder when God is going to do the stuff.  
  
There is a wonderful scene late in The Lion, the Witch and the Wardrobe that could be 
illuminating. Aslan has been slain on the Stone Table, but is now alive because of a 
deeper magic. With Lucy and Susan on his back, Aslan heads toward the witch’s 
courtyard that’s filled with stone statues. When they arrive, Aslan bounds up to the 
statues, breathes on them, and then slowly, as if warmed by a fire, the statues come back 
to life. Listen:  
  
 Instead of all that deadly white the courtyard was now ablaze of colors; glossy 
 chestnut sides of centaurs, indigo horns of unicorns, dazzling plumage of birds, 
 reddy-brown of foxes, dogs and satyrs, yellow stockings and crimson hoods of 



 dwarfs; and birch-girls in silver, and the beech-girls in fresh-transparent green, 
 and the larch- girls in green so bright it was almost yellow. And instead of the 
 deadly  silence the whole place rang with the sound of happy roarings, brayings, 
 yelpings, barkings, squealings, cooings, neighings, stampings, shouts, hurrahs, 
 songs and laughter. 
 
Dear friends, the opening of Mark’s gospel is an account of God in Christ breaking in and 
beginning to loose the chains that bind creation.  
 The first to know it are the demons, their rule is coming to an end.  
 The first to be overthrown are the diseases, their reign is limited.  
 
This densely packed first chapter is the opening salvo of shalom. This is the first shot 
over the bow before the strongholds of evil are overthrown and God’s world is put to 
rights. These are the first statues that come to life.  
 
The claim of the gospels is that in Jesus the time has arrived – the Kingdom of God is 
near. Healing diseases and exorcising demons are graphic depictions of that reality. They 
are not simply actions that make the recipients healthier and take away pain, they’re signs 
that God in Christ is reclaiming his world from all that would usurp his will. 
They are signs…  
 that the tide has turned,  
 that the wind has shifted,  
 that the kingdom is at hand,  
 that death doesn’t have the last word.  
  So, while sin and death may still hold some sway, even today healing (any 
  healing) is a sign of God’s in-breaking rule. 
 
Now. I don’t know why the stuff doesn’t happen all the time. I don’t know why we don’t 
see more signs. For every story where cancer is pushed back or a healthy baby is born, 
I’ll tell you of someone who prayed, hoped, believed, and yet sin and sickness never 
retreated.  
 And yet, this morning, we proclaim with the gospel writer that we  hope, trust, 
 believe, long for, taste, sing about, work for, pray for, and  confess a great 
 mystery that God in Christ –  
  by way of cradle and cross,  
  by way of death and resurrection,  
  is reclaiming his creation.  
   And, while it may not be immediate, it is already, and it is surely  
   coming. Thanks be to God. 
 
One last thing. 
At the front end of the pandemic, I thought: Most generations have some monumental 
struggle. The “greatest generation” sacrificed blood and treasure through World War II; 
we’re called to stay home and watch Netflix. That seems doable. A year later with over 
450,000 fellow Americans dead, the economy in the ditch, and many worn down by 



loneliness, new work expectations, and the alteration of all points of human connection 
and community, it’s hard to measure what’s been lost…. 
 
And maybe that’s why the Jesus response to a man’s mental health (last week) and an 
elderly woman’s physical impairment (this week) stand out. Jesus encounters all manner 
of felt human need and responds with compassion, takes unto himself the pain and fear, 
and heals those who so easily could have been marginalized – a mentally ill man and an 
aging woman….  
 Jesus made them well.  
 Jesus restored them to useful life.  
 Jesus gave them place and value, health and wholeness.  
 And as a symbol of that Simon’s mother-in-law gets up off her sick bed and gets 
 busy serving. 
 
John Buchanan frames it this way: 
 
 Could it be that this is what we are searching for? Some sense that  God notices 
 us, knows our need? Some sense that our lives have  meaning precisely because 
 God notices, that we are not alone in whatever need we have? Some sense that 
 our personal restoration, our wholeness is related to getting up from wherever we 
 are lying and finding a way to serve others? 
 
Dear friends, maybe Jesus doing the stuff has more to do with the restoration of shalom – 
wholeness, right relationship, love and service – than it does miracles and wonders. Even 
today. Maybe signs of the kingdom are in fact all around us as statues become more fully 
alive, as we know healing and find ways to love and serve. Even today. 
 
May we bear witness to the come and coming kingdom. 
May the hope and healing of God in Christ shape our lives. 
May shalom reach every corner of creation.  
 
Amen. 


